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Noble metal nanoparticles (NPs) supporting localized surface plasmon resonances are widely
used in the context of biotechnology as optical and absorption contrast agents with great potential
applicability to both diagnostics and less invasive therapies. In this framework, it is crucial to have
access to simple and reliable microscopy techniques to monitor the NPs that have internalized
into cells. While dark field (DF) microscopy takes advantage of the enhanced NPs scattering at
their plasmon resonance, its use in cells is limited by the large scattering background from the
internal cell compartments. Here, we report on a novel two-color dark field microscopy that ad-
dresses these limitations by significantly reducing the cell scattering contribution. We first present
the technique and demonstrate its enhanced contrast, specificity and reliability for NP detection
compared to standard optical dark field. We then demonstrate its potential suitability in two dif-
ferent settings, namely wide-field parallel screening of circulating cells in microfluidic chip and
high-resolution tracking of internalized NPs in cells. These proof of principle experiments show a
promising capability of this approach with possible extension to other kinds of targeted systems
like bacteria and vesicles.

Nanotechnology has emerged as one of the most promising
enabling technologies with applications to very diverse fields.
Among the most appealing applications is medicine1,2, where
nanoparticles can be used for on-a-chip biosensing3,4, early di-
agnosis5–7 and less invasive and more efficient treatments of
diseases8–10. Within the plethora of available materials, gold
nanoparticles (AuNPs) have attracted significant interest owing to
a unique set of properties including biocompatibility, well-studied
surface functionalization for targeting, tunability of its optical
properties and, particularly, because they can be used as thera-
nostic agents, for both diagnosis and treatment11–17. In order
to fully take advantage of their benefits, it is first necessary to
comprehensively explore the interaction between metal NPs and
cells including uptake, toxicity and fate of the NPs after internal-
ization. This is not always an easy task since such interaction de-
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pends on a very broad variety of factors including, but not limited
to, NPs shape, composition, surface chemistry, cell type, and cul-
ture medium18–26. Therefore, the ability of reliably and quickly
detect NPs is crucial for studying such an interaction in real time.
In addition, fast and accurate NP identification could potentially
allow for efficient population differentiation.

Several techniques can be used to image metal AuNPs inside
cells, being electron microscopy (SEM/TEM), two-photon lumi-
nescence (TPL) and dark-field (DF) microscopy the most com-
monly used12,27–32. While electron microscopy outperforms in
terms of resolution and therefore localization of NPs, it requires
extensive sample preparation and is highly invasive. TPL is inher-
ently a nonlinear confocal microscopy method that exploits the
luminescence of gold upon the absorption of two photons33,34

to spot NPs inside the cells with good accuracy. Because the
two-photon induced self-luminescence of cells is negligible, the
contrast of gold NPs is very high. However, high peak powers
of pulsed illumination can alter the NPs geometry and conse-
quently the measurements. Moreover, these techniques require
complex and expensive equipment, and are unable to have suffi-
cient temporal resolution to follow the NP-cell interaction dynam-
ics or track cells in flowing conditions.

In this context, DF microscopy stands out as a great alterna-
tive, as it is simple, fast, cheap, non-invasive, and does not suffer
blinking or bleaching. However, since the scattering of the cell it-
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self can be very high, DF alone is not reliable for detecting metal
NPs embedded in cells35,36. Moreover, it is impractical to carry
out a constant background subtraction because the cell’s scatter-
ing can significantly vary from individual to individual, or within
different cell compartments37,38. Several approaches have been
proposed to overcome this issue, both from the optical and cel-
lular perspectives. For instance, Cui et al. developed a chemical
method that reduces the scattering from the cells, thus improv-
ing the images signal-to-noise-ratio39. However, this technique
is incompatible with live cell studies. On the other hand, Cyto-
viva, Inc. has tackled the problem by acquiring scattering spectra
in addition to the DF images40. Similarly, hyperspectral imaging
has also been explored41, yet these last two approaches critically
suffer from speed limitations.

The use of multi-color dark-field microscopy has been em-
ployed in the context of the so-called plasmon ruler42,43. In this
case, the shift in the plasmon resonance due to the proximity of
two nanoparticles is used to measure the distance between cells’
complexes with sub-diffraction accuracy and high temporal res-
olution. However, it is only suitable when the scattering back-
ground is low, which is often not the case for living cells44.

Here, we present a novel two-color DF (TCDF) imaging tech-
nique that circumvents the limitations of standard DF microscopy,
offering an enhanced contrast and specificity to map resonant
plasmonic nanoparticles in samples with high scattering power
like cells. Our method has several important advantages over oth-
ers: its acquisition speed is not fundamentally limited; it is harm-
less for the cells and; does not suffer from artefacts of scanning
methods when studying living specimens. These features result
in great potential for high-throughput screening and tracking of
fast dynamics of metal NPs in cells. In this paper, we first describe
the general concept of TCDF and provide the experimental details
for its implementation, followed by an analysis of its performance
over standard DF in terms of discrimination capacity and sensitiv-
ity. Finally, we report proof of principle experiments towards both
wide-field cell screening in flow and high-resolution detection of
metal NPs.

Experimental details

Method description

Our method relies on the fact that the spectral optical response of
metal NPs and cells strongly differ. Light scattering by metal NPs
depends strongly on the incident wavelength, showing a maxi-
mum at their localized plasmon resonance12,45. Conversely, the
scattering of cells depends weakly on wavelength (Supplemen-
tary information figure S1). This difference is exploited to isolate
the NPs scattering from the one of the cells by using differential
imaging at two different wavelengths. Since our technique uses
scattering, it is robust, non-invasive, and only requires a simple
set-up. Importantly, its temporal resolution only depends on the
camera speed and intensity of light sources, because the scatter-
ing intensity is not restricted by a limited photon budget.

Figure 1 sketches the working principle of TCDF. For illustra-
tion purposes, here we show a sample consisting of three neigh-
bouring cells, two loaded with gold nanoparticles (left), the other

-

λon λoff-
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λonλoff
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AuNPs

cells
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B

Fig. 1 TCDF concept. A. Cells with or without metal NPs are
illuminated simultaneously with two wavelengths: one resonant with the
plasmon peak (λon, in red) and the other off-resonance (λoff, in orange).
Two monochromatic images corresponding to each illumination
wavelength are independently acquired, and subsequently subtracted.
Since both images share the scattering information of the cells but only
one (the on-resonance image) contains information of the resonant
scattering of the NPs, the image subtraction isolates the optical
response of the NPs. B. We also show, for reference, real emission
spectra of the lamps used (orange and red curves) against the
scattering spectra of both AuNPs and cells (dotted and dashed lines,
respectively), as well as the cutoff wavelength of the dichroic mirror
used (dashed-dotted line).

one without NPs (right). The sample is illuminated simultane-
ously with two wavelengths; one coinciding with the plasmon
resonance of the metal NPs (λon = 780 nm), the other one off-
resonance (λoff = 590 nm). Light on-resonance is scattered both
by the cells and the metal NPs, whereas light off-resonance gets
predominantly scattered only by the cells. The scattered light
from each illumination channel is detected in separate cameras si-
multaneously, leading to two monochromatic images. Given that
scattered light by cells is nearly identical for both wavelengths,
an image subtraction enables us to separate the NPs’ scattering.
Therefore, cells without NPs will vanish in the image subtraction,
highlighting the decorated ones.

Optical set-up
Light from two diode lamps (Thorlabs, M590L3-C1 and M780L3-
C1) was directed towards a dark-field optical condenser (Olym-
pus U-DCW, NA 1.4-1.2) following Köhler illumination scheme.
Forward-scattered light from the sample was collected using ei-
ther a 20x (Olympus UMPLFLN20xW, NA 0.5, water dipping im-
mersion) or a 60x (Nikon CFI Fluor 60x, NA 1, water dipping
immersion) microscope objective. Collected light was focused us-
ing a 15 cm focal length lens and then separated using a dichroic
mirror (Thorlabs DMLP650R) onto two cameras (Pixelink, PL-
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B741E).
Lamps wavelengths were chosen to match the off- and on-

resonance condition of the used AuNPs. Light sources were un-
polarized, so that the orientation of the AuNPs inside the cell is
not relevant. Images were acquired using a custom made Lab-
View code, and the cameras were triggered simultaneously using
an Arduino. DF images correspond to images acquired at 780 nm.
Ultimately, for sake of a better visualization, the image contrast is
inverted in a way the AuNPs appear dark on a white background.
Images taken with the 20x microscope objective (Discrimination,
sensitivity and screening experiments) had an effective magnifi-
cation of M=17.4, pixel size of 385 nm, and exposure time of 25
ms. Images taken with the 60x objective (High-resolution exper-
iments) had an effective magnification of M=45.6, pixel size of
147 nm, and exposure time of 30 ms.

There are several aspects to consider in order to ensure an op-
timum implementation of TCDF with reduced uncertainty. First,
since scattering is angle-dependent, the illumination pattern with
both wavelengths should be as similar as possible. Second, power
of light sources should be adjusted to level out the scattering in-
tensities at both wavelengths for control samples. Third, it is fun-
damental to guarantee both the field of view and the state of focus
of the images to be identical, so that the images match with each
other spatially. In addition to optical alignment, this can be ac-
complished digitally by implementing an image registration algo-
rithm. The sensitivity of our method is limited principally by the
residual intensity after subtraction of on- and off-resonance im-
ages of bare cells. This depends on the previously mentioned ex-
perimental aspects, but it is also fundamentally affected by small
deviations of the ratio between scattering intensities at the two
wavelengths from the average one (Supplementary information
figure S1).

TPL imaging

We employed a commercial microscope Leica TCS SP5 using the
multifunctional port for IR fs excitation. The IR source was a
Ti:Sa MIRA900 laser (Coherent) with 150 fs pulse duration and
pumped by a 6W Verdi laser (Coherent). For discrimination, sen-
sitivity and screening experiments, we used a 10x microscope
objective (Leica, HCX PL APO CS 10.0x, NA 0.40) and 3.5 mW
power at the sample plane. For high-resolution imaging we used
a 63x objective (Leica, HCX PL APO CS 63.0x, NA 1.40, oil im-
mersion) and 0.5 mW power.

Image processing

On- and off-resonance images were calibrated prior to subtrac-
tion. First, uneven illumination was corrected using a calibra-
tion image (acquired using a sample whose structure is invariable
over all the field of view). Second, any possible mismatch be-
tween the images’ field of view was corrected using an image reg-
istration algorithm. Cell segmentation was implemented on the
off-resonance image using thresholding and morphological oper-
ations. Mean intensity was calculated as the average value of the
intensity of pixels within the segmented cell. All image processing
was carried out using custom made MatLab scripts.

AuNPs

Gold nanorods (GNRs) were synthesized using the seed-mediated
method46,47 to obtain CTAB-caped rods with an aspect ratio of
3.9 and long-axis length of 44 nm. Their longitudinal resonance
is centered near 810 nm, and their calculated scattering cross-
section about 1×10−17 m2 (Calculation performed using DDScat
7.348). Resonance of the GNRs was tuned within the biologi-
cal window to reduce the risk of photodamage and maximize
the scattering collected. Later, GNRs were incubated overnight
with SH-PEG-COOH (alpha-Thio-omega-carboxy poly(ethylene
glycol)) to replace the CTAB coating for a PEG one. Then, GNRs
were incubated overnight with RGD (Gly-Arg-Gly-Asp-Ser) after
activation using Sulfo-NHS (N-Hydroxysulfosuccinimide sodium
salt) and EDC (N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N’-ethylcarbodiimide
hydrochloride). Finally, functionalized GNRs were sterilized us-
ing a 0.2 um pore filter.

Cells culture and preparation

Cell line A549 was grown in a CO2 incubator (37◦ C, 5% CO2,
90% humidity) in 25 cm2 flasks using DMEM (Gibco, 21063029)
supplemented with 10% FBS (Gibco, 10270). Preparation of cells
for experiments consisted in three basic steps: first, cells were
seeded at known concentration in 10% FBS-DMEM and incubated
for 1 day; second, cells were washed two times with DMEM and
incubated overnight in DMEM containing a specific concentration
of RGD-functionalized GNRs; and third, cells were washed two
times with PBS.

For discrimination and high-resolution experiments (Figures 2
and 5) 5×104 cells were seeded in grid glass-bottom petri dishes
(Ibidi, 81166). GNRs concentrations were 1 nM and 2 nM for
specificity and high-resolution experiments respectively. Exper-
iments for sensitivity measurements with adherent cells (Figure
3A) were carried out using a slide with small wells (Ibidi, 81506),
where we seeded 0.3×104 cells per well and varied the GNRs con-
centration from 0 to 4 nM. For this three experiments, cells were
prefixed in 2% PFA for 5 min, washed two times with PBS and
fixed with 2% PFA for 15 min.

Cells for screening experiments were seeded in glass-bottom
petri dishes (Cellvis, D35-20-0-N) at a concentration of 15× 104

cells per dish and GNRs-concentration according to the specific
needs. In this case, cells were detached from culture dish incubat-
ing with Trypsin (Biowest, L0940) during 4 minutes at 37◦ Celsius
and the process was blocked with 10%-FBS supplemented DMEM.
Cells were resuspended in Live Cell Imaging Solution (Gibco,
A14291DJ) for imaging. We used glass-bottom petri dishes for
measurements under static conditions (Sensitivity and screening)
and a home made microfluidic chip for screening under flowing
conditions.

Microfluidic chip

Optical systems utilizing high-NA components (objectives and
condensers) typically suffer space restrictions due to associated
short working distances (in the range of 150µm) and/or compli-
cations imposed by the requirement of the immersion liquid. To
surpass such limitations, we engineered a special sort of PDMS-
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based microfluidic devices for an up-right based microscope op-
erating in dark-field transmission mode with arbitrary dark-field
condenser. The cell consists of thin-membrane (ca. 150µm) with
embedded flow-through channels covering the supporting glass
slide and bulky PDMS parts on the membrane border, with the
aim to provide inlets and outlets as well as to facilitate mem-
brane transfer from the mold to the glass. Channels cross section
was 150× 75 µm2 to allow the smooth flow of the cells. The
mold was created via photolithography in thick SU8, spincoated
multiple times to the final thickness of 75µm. Such mold was
pre-passivated by TMCS (three-methyl chloro silane) and Sylgrad
184 PDMS (20:1 ratio of base:curing agent) was spincoated to
the final thickness of ca. 150 µm. On the clean, TMCS passi-
vated silicon wafer we poured 5:1 PDMS till the thickness of 5
mm. Both molds were baked at 80◦ Celsius in the oven for 30
min. Thicker PDMS layer was peeled off the mold, cut into corre-
sponding blocks of 24×7×5 mm3, and aligned over the sides of
thin-membrane frame, and returned into the oven for additional
hour an a half. Once two PDMS blocks got bonded with the PDMS
membrane, the later was cut, and was removed off the mold with
the help of the PDMS blocks. The inlets/outlets were carefully
punched through the bulky PDMS pieces, aligned with the mem-
brane channel ends. The PDMS system (membrane and 2 blocks)
was carefully rolled-onto the glass support (75× 25 mm2), and
baked overnight. The microfluidic chip used in the screening ex-
periment in flow conditions consisted of 8 parallel isolated chan-
nels.

Results

Discrimination accuracy

We start by testing the performance of our method in discrim-
inating between AuNPs-loaded and control cells. To this end,
we image the same cells with three different methods (TPL, DF
and TCDF) and compare their results on two sets of samples;
one where the cells have been incubated with gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs) and another with bare cells (control).

Figure 2 presents example images for both control (A, D, G)
and AuNPs-loaded cells (B, E, H) for the three different acqui-
sition methods. TPL imaging acts as our reference, showing an
excellent contrast between the two cells (A vs. B). While stan-
dard DF gives very similar intensity levels (D vs E), an equivo-
cal distinction is achieved with TCDF (G vs H). This behaviour
is highly repeatable as demonstrated by the histograms shown in
Figure 2 (C, F, I), where we present distributions of the mean in-
tensity for both control (N=35) and AuNP-loaded (N=50) cells.
Because bare cells show negligible TPL signal, the separation be-
tween the two distributions appears very sharp (C). On the con-
trary, distribution of mean intensities for control sample in DF
is very broad, making it impossible to discern unequivocally be-
tween cell populations (F). Using TCDF, the distribution of con-
trol sample is much narrower, thus dramatically increasing the
contrast between control and AuNPs-loaded cells (I).

Sensitivity

Beyond its improved reliability to discriminate AuNPs-loaded
from bare cells, another important feature about our method in
comparison with standard DF microscopy is the improved sen-
sitivity, understood as the minimum amount of AuNPs that the
method is able to identify. Figure 3 presents the contrast between
cells with AuNPs and control cells for different AuNPs concen-
trations during incubation, both for adherent (A) and suspension
(B) cells. Solid lines correspond to fitting to a Hill equation of
the mean values, a model that is routinely used in biochemistry
to describe the binding of a ligand to a macromolecule. Coloured
areas represent the standard deviation. For each concentration,
we compute the contrast C as

C =
〈Ī〉−〈Ī0〉

σ0
,

where Ī is the mean intensity of one cell, 〈〉 the average and σ
the standard deviation of the sample (over all analysed cells) and
the subscript 0 refers to the control sample (No AuNPs during
incubation). For each method, we established a threshold using
the control sample, defined as its average mean intensity value
plus two times its standard deviation (Supplementary figure S3).
Moreover, we quantify the method’s sensitivity as the AuNPs con-
centration whose fitted contrast value is equal to such a threshold,
or in other words, as the minimum value of AuNPs concentration
that allows for clear discrimination of AuNPs-loaded cells.

Data shown for adherent cells (Figure 3A) are the result of four
independent realizations of the experiment. One first observes
that the contrast is always higher with TCDF than with DF and
that DF contrast scarcely reaches the threshold. We compute a
sensitivity of 0.52 nM for TCDF, whereas for DF the fitted curve
remains below threshold independently of the AuNPs concentra-
tion. It is also relevant to highlight that TCDF contrast curves
follow the same trend for AuNPs uptake reported in the litera-
ture, i.e. it increases with NPs concentration until reaching a
plateau20,27,49. In the case of suspension cells (Figure 3B), al-
though shaded regions slightly overlap, the contrast is also al-
ways higher for TCDF than for DF. Here, measured sensitivity is
0.55 nM and 0.19 nM for DF and TCDF, respectively, what evinces
an increase of 2.9 fold. Sensitivity values for TCDF prove its appli-
cability to biological research as typical concentrations used are
in the range of nM. Interestingly, contrast values are higher for
both DF and TCDF compared to the ones of adherent cells. This
can be explained by realizing suspension cells fill a smaller area
on the image, resulting in higher effective AuNPs concentration.

Potential applications

Screening of specific specimens in mixed populations is of great
importance in medicine31,50–52. For instance, AuNPs can be
used for targeting circulating tumor cells (CTCs), which play a
significant role in the assessment of metastasis risk and cancer
treatment prognosis, and whose identification is very challeng-
ing because they are very rare in large population of healthy
cells11,53–56. In this context, AuNPs can be used as stable and
bright contrast agents for targeting specific protein markers at
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Fig. 2 Unequivocal discrimination between AuNPs-loaded and control cells using TCDF microscopy. Selection of images of control (A, D, G)
and AuNPs-loaded (B, E, H) cells for TPL (A, B), DF (D, E) and TCDF (G, H). Scale bar is 20 µm. Images shown exemplify that while contrast
between control and AuNPs cells is very high for TPL (A vs. B) and TCDF (G vs. H), no clear distinction is possible with standard DF (D vs. E).
Images for each wavelength of cells shown are presented in supplementary figure S2. Histograms of mean intensity (C, F, I) showing the same
behavior over a large number of cells (Control and AuNPs distributions in green and light orange, respectively). We analyzed 35 and 50 cells for
control and AuNPs samples, respectively, and plot the percentage of cells per sample within a specific mean intensity range. Histograms were
computed for the same set of cells for the three methods. Two photon luminescence (TPL) allows for unequivocal discrimination of cells loaded or not
with AuNPs (C). Dark-field (DF) does not because the control distribution is very broad and overlaps with the AuNPs distribution (F). By using
two-color Dark-field (TCDF) we make the control distribution narrower and diminish the overlap between distributions considerably, therefore allowing
for a much clearer discrimination between both cell populations (I).

Fig. 3 Enhanced contrast of TCDF microscopy for both adherent (A) and suspension (B) cells. Data shown correspond to 4 and 3 independent
realizations for adherent and suspension cells, respectively. Mean values were fitted to a Hill model. Contrast is always higher for TCDF than for
standard DF in both cases, confirming our approach performs much better than DF for identifying metal NPs inside cells. Sensitivity in each case was
calculated as the concentration value for which the contrast value of the fitted curve is 2, which we established as the threshold for distinguish cells
loaded with AuNPs from bare cells. We found values of 0.52 nM for TCDF in the first case (A), and 0.55 nM and 0.19 nM for DF and TCDF respectively
in the second (B). Sensitivity values establish the minimum amount of NPs that the method is able to identify. Importantly, the sensitivity is higher for
TCDF irrespective of the cell’s morphology.
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the cell membrane.
Figure 4 presents the results for population differentiation of

suspension cells loaded with AuNPs versus bare suspension cells,
under both static and flowing conditions. We compare the perfor-
mance of TCDF against standard DF, using TPL as a reference. For
each method, we established a threshold using the control sam-
ple, defined as its mean intensity value plus its standard deviation
(Supplementary figure S4). We then classified the cells, in such
a way a cell with intensity lower than the threshold is considered
not to have AuNPs. Conversely, a cell with intensity above the
threshold is considered as loaded with NPs. While figure 4 shows
results only for suspension cells, TCDF could be easily applied to
screening of adherent cells, as can be inferred from discrimination
and sensitivity experiments.

Three different samples were measured: AuNPs-loaded and
control cells, as well as an equal mixture of both populations.
For each sample-imaging method combination, we plot the re-
constructed proportion of bare/AuNPs-loaded cells based on the
analysis over N cells (N appears on top of each of the result bars).
TPL data agree perfectly with the intended proportions, hence
ruling out any substantial uncertainty associated to the sample
preparation.

Figure 4A summarizes the data obtained under static condi-
tions. It is shown that conventional DF strongly underestimates
the number of cells decorated with AuNPs, leading to a very
large uncertainty that is inappropriate to reliably differentiate
both populations. The differentiation accuracy is dramatically in-
creased by the TCDF approach. As an illustration, the error is
reduced from 27% with DF to 5% with TCDF for the mixed sam-
ple. Discrepancy between TCDF and TPL arise from the current
sensitivity of TCDF and the variability in the NPs uptake within
the cell’s population. TPL distribution of intensity values for con-
trol samples is very narrow (as in Figure 2C) in a way even low
concentrations of nanoparticles are easily distinguishable. TCDF’s
wider distribution is such that cells with few AuNPs are not iden-
tified as loaded.

At that stage, it is relevant to test the compatibility of TCDF
for cell screening under flowing conditions with the aim to in-
crease the number of processed cells per unit of time. To this aim,
we developed a dedicated ultra-thin microfluidic chip, compatible
with the short working distance of the dark-field condenser and
detection objective (see section 1). Results, shown in figure 4B,
demonstrate flow conditions do not alter the accuracy of TCDF
measurements. While we do not aim here, with this proof of
principle, to outperform flow cytometry, the combination of flow
and wide field imaging may be an asset to be further studied.

Another very valuable feature of the method is the potential
for assessing NPs-cells interaction at the single cell level, e.g. by
determining how long it takes to the NPs to get inside the cell,
their location and/or their clearance from the cell. Long term
imaging with our method is possible because it is not harmful
for the cells (Supplementary Figure S6) and does not affect the
metal NPs (Supplementary Figure S7). TCDF has also real-time
capabilities, since how fast the images can be acquired depends
only on camera speed and light sources intensity.

Figure 5 displays an example of high-resolution images of a cell

loaded with AuNPs obtained with the three different methods. For
this specific experiment, cells were fixed, so the different methods
can be compared directly on the same specimen. A, C and E show
the complete cell, and B, D and F an enlarged area of it. For
sake of illustration, we encircled two regions, one where there
are AuNPs (continuous line) and another one where there is none
(dashed line). While DF gives a similar intensity for both regions,
TCDF, like TPL, enables a clear differentiation. This similarity can
be quantified using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between
the histograms of the normalized images. Figure 5G shows such
calculation for 33 cells. Dashed lines correspond to mean values
and coloured areas to standard deviation. It can be clearly seen
correlation between TCDF and TPL is higher than between DF and
TPL. This demonstrates that our approach, despite it simplicity,
could be used as an alternative to TPL in order to monitor and
track metal NPs in living cells.

Discussion and conclusions
In this work, the choice of gold nanorods (GNRs) was motivated
by their unique combination of properties13, including well-
known synthesis, resonance tunability, as well as, flexible surface
functionalization and biocompatibility. Nevertheless, TCDF can
be easily extended to other optically resonant nanoparticles, with
different sizes and shapes.

The election of the illumination colors depends solely on the
scattering spectrum of the nanoparticles used, in such a way one
of them must be on-resonance with the plasmon wavelength and
the other must be off-resonance. Once the color-pair is estab-
lished it is necessary to check the scattering ratio between the
the two wavelengths remains constant for every part of the sam-
ple, and that the scattering response of the host is distinguishable
from the one of the NPs (Supplementary Figure S8).

While data shown here are already very promising, it should
be stressed that the method’s performance could be further im-
proved by optimizing the optical setup. For instance, by collecting
the back-scattering instead of the forward-scattering, the contrast
could be further increased, hence the sensitivity. While the abso-
lute contrast enhancement and sensitivity depend on the specific
optical setup and calibration algorithms, as well as the cell line /
nanoparticle combination, our approach is potentially very gen-
eral and transposable to a wide range of experimental implemen-
tations.

In spite of resonant metal NPs in cells can be accurately mon-
itored using advanced microscopies as for instance two-photon
luminescence (TPL) and SEM/TEM, these are slow, require com-
plex and expensive equipment and are usually invasive. On the
other hand, there are techniques that focus on high-throughput,
like lens-free holography57, but cannot be used for monitoring
the cell-NPs interaction in a simple manner. In this paper, we
have introduced an alternative optical technique that overcomes
these limitations and proves to be efficient and versatile: It works
for very different cell morphologies (adherent and suspension),
measurement conditions (static and flowing) and purposes (fast
screening and NPs tracking).

Although validated on AuNPs in cells, the technique could be
easily generalized to any kind of NPs with resonant optical re-
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A. Static conditions B. Flowing conditions

control cells

Fig. 4 Screening of AuNPs-loaded suspension cells under static (A) and flowing (B) conditions. Columns show classification of cells according
to each method used for each sample. Percentages correspond to identified-as-control cells and the total number of cells analyzed is on top of each
column. We identify the cells as with or without AuNPs depending of their intensity compared to an established threshold. For each method, we set
the threshold using the expected value and standard deviation of the control sample cell’s mean intensity distribution (Supplementary figure S4). A.
We studied three samples: cells with no NPs (control), cells loaded with metal NPs (AuNPs) and a half-half combination of these (mixture). In the case
of AuNPs and mixture samples, DF clearly underestimates the amount of cells loaded with AuNPs. On the contrary, TCDF measured values are much
closer to the real ones. B. We studied mixture sample using DF and TCDF under flowing conditions and compare their results with TPL
measurements under static conditions. It can be seen TCDF values are more similar to the actual values than DFs even under flowing conditions. We
also present a sketch of the microfluidic chip between the condenser and microscope objective. Figure S5 in the supplementary information shows
images of measured cells flowing through the channel.

Fig. 5 High-resolution imaging of AuNPs in cells. Images of a complete cell (A, C, E) and a detail of it (B, D, F) using TPL (A, B), DF (C, D) and
TCDF (E, F). Scale bar is 10 µm. Encircled regions show areas where there are AuNPs (continuous line) and where there are none (dashed line).
Intensity difference between them is clear for TPL and TCDF, but it is not for DF. Graph G shows the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between DF and
TPL (black dots) and between TCDF and TPL (red squares). Correlation was computed using the histograms of the normalized images for 33 cells.
Dashed lines represent mean values and colored areas the standard deviation. Here it is clear correlation between TCDF’s images and TPL’s is better
than DF’s.
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sponse as well as other systems hosts, like bacteria and vesicles,
or even non-biological specimens, provided the spectral response
of the host significantly differs from the NPs one and the scatter-
ing intensity ratio is the same through all the sample for the two
illumination wavelengths used.
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Figure S1: Scattering spectra of A495 cells and the relationship between scattered intensity at 780 nm and 595
nm. Intensities of scattered light from cells at 780 nm and 595 nm are not equal but they are related by a constant factor.
This is crucial for our technique to work, as such a difference can be compensated simply by adjusting light sources intensity.
Scattering spectra from cells were acquired for several cells and different organelles inside them. Graph shows data taken
and linear fit, as well as four examples of the detection area in the cell and corresponding acquired spectrum.
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Figure S2: Images for each wavelength of cells presented in Figure 2. Images on-resonance (λon: B and E) correspond
to DF images in Figure 2 (D and E, respectively). In spite of intensity of cells is very similar for control and AuNPs-loaded
cells using DF microscopy (B vs. E), when comparing those to their off-resonance counterpart (λoff : A and D), the presence
of NPs becomes evident: intensity of images of control cell is very similar for both wavelengths (A vs. B), whereas it is
not for AuNPs-loaded cell (D vs. E). Intensity profiles are also shown for control (C) and AuNPs-loaded (F) cells. Graph
C exemplify how TCDF significantly reduces the scattering from the cell by subtracting the λon and λoff images. Graph
F illustrates how in the presence of NPs, such subtraction between the images, gives non-negligible signal. Although our
method does not completely cancels the background, it is sufficient to carry out unequivocal discrimination between bare
and loaded cells.

Figure S3: Distributions of cells mean intensity for control (green) and AuNPs-loaded (light orange) cells for
A. standard DF and B. TCDF. Data shown correspond to 0 nm and 2 nM concentration of AuNPs during incubation,
respectively, of one the experiment realizations. We normalized the data to the standard deviation of control distribution
σ0 and centered the data around the control sample average 〈Ī0〉. We determine the threshold τ using only the data from
the control sample as τ = 〈Ī0〉+ 2σ0. One can confidently state the cells in a sample were loaded with NPs if the contrast

value (C = 〈Ī〉−〈Ī0〉
σ0

) is greater than or equal to two; this is, if the average per sample (〈Ī〉) is separated from the average

of control sample (〈Ī0〉) by more than twice the control sample’s standard deviation (τ).
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Figure S4: Scatter plots of cell’s mean intensity and radius for control (green) and AuNPs-loaded (light orange)
cells for A. standard DF and B. TCDF. Threshold τ was determined solely from data of the control sample as its mode
value m0 plus its standard deviation σ0 (τ = m0 +σ0). A cell was classified as control if its mean intensity value was below
τ . Conversely, a cell was classified as loaded if its mean intensity value was above the threshold.

Figure S5: Example negative dark-field images of cells flowing through the microfluidic channel. Control and
AuNPs-loaded cells are labeled with green and light orange numbers, respectively.

Figure S6: Dark-field negative images of a group of cells and their evolution over time. Dark-field illumination
does not affect the cells health. Figure shows images of several AuNPs-loaded cells taken during 2 days. During data
acquisition environment conditions for the cells were not controlled. Between each measurement cells were kept in the CO2

incubator. It can be seen cells follow a normal trend for cell division, what implies their health is not compromised by the
measurements.
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Figure S7: Mean intensity of TCDF and TPL along 1 hour. Metal nanoparticles are not affected by the scattering
measurements. On the contrary, high peak intensities of TPL measurements can melt the nanoparticles, thus altering the
signal intensity. This disadvantage of TPL can be overcome by decreasing the input laser intensity, but so does the signal
collected, which in turn affects the method’s sensitivity or time resolution.

Figure S8: Evaluation of the fit goodness for different illumination wavelenght pairs. As for the case shown
in figure S1, we fitted the scattering intensities for each wavelength pair using a linear model and evaluate how
well this model fits the data. For this purpose, we used two parameters: the coefficient of determination (R2 =

1−
[∑N

n=1(yn − fn)2
]/[∑N

n=1(yn − ȳ)2
]
, with yn is the value of the n-th data point, fn its corresponding fitted value

and ȳ the data mean value) and the standard error of regression (SER =
√

1
N−2

∑N
n=1(yn − fn)2). The first one is a fairly

common statistical value, that measures the percentage of the response variable variation, and it ranges from 0 to 1. The
second one represents the average distance that the observed values fall from the regression line and uses the units of the
response variable. Importantly, for a perfect fit R2 = 1 and SER= 0. Since units for SER are different for each color pair,
in order to compare how good are the fits, it is necessary to normalize it, therefore we defined RSER= 100SER

ȳ . Most R2

values are above 0.9, which indicates the linear model describes well the data. This is reinforced by the parameter RSER,
that for the major part of the analysed wavelength range is below 20%. In both cases the diagonal values correspond to a
perfect fit, as expected considering in this case the wavelengths are equal. Although this case is not suitable for TCDF, it
is useful to check the calculations. Ranges found for both R2 and RSER demonstrate data fits well to a linear model for a
broad range of wavelengths, therefore revealing TCDF would work for different illumination wavelength pairs, not only for
the one we implemented.
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